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I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The fates of SIGACT News and Quantum Cryptography are inseparably entangled. 
The exact date of Stephen Wiesner's invention of "conjugate coding" is unknown but it can- 
not be far from April 1969, when the premier issue of SIGACT News--or rather SICACT 
News as it was known at the time--came out. Much later, it was in SIGACT News that 
Wiesner's paper finally appeared [74] in the wake of the first author's early collaboration 
with Charles H. Bennett [7]. It was also in SIGACT News that the original experimental 
demonstration for quantum key distribution was announced for the first time [6] and that 
a thorough bibliography was published [19]. Finally, it was in SIGACT News that Doug 
Wiedemann chose to publish his discovery when he reinvented quantum key distribution 
in 1987, unaware of all previous work but Wiesner's [73, 5]. 

Most of the first decade of the history of quantum cryptography consisted of this lone 
unpublished paper by Wiesner. Fortunately, Bennett was among the few initiates who knew 
of Wiesner's ideas directly from the horse's mouth. His meeting with the first author of 
this column in 1979 was the beginning of a most fruitful lifelong collaboration. It took us 
five more years to invent quantum key distribution [4], which is still today the best-known 
application of quantum mechanics to cryptography. The second author joined in slightly 
later, followed by a few others. But until the early 1990's, no more than a handful of 
people were involved in quantum cryptographic research. Since then, the field has taken off 
with a vengeance, starting with Artur K. Ekert's proposal to use quantum nonlocality for 
cryptographic purposes [33]. 

The golden age started in earnest when Ekert organized the first international workshop 
on quantum cryptography in Broadway, England, in 1993. Since then, many conferences 
have been devoted at least partly to quantum cryptography, which has become a major 

* This column borrows heavily from the authors'  papers [21, 27] at Pragocrypt  '96. 
t Research supported in part by Canada's NSERC and Qu~bec's FCAR. 
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in te rna t iona l  topic. The  purpose of the aforementioned 1993 bibl iography in , .qlGACT News 
was to cite as much as possible all papers ever wr i t ten  on the  subject ,  inc luding unpubl i shed  
manuscripts :  there  were 57 entries in total .  Today, such an under tak ing  would be near ly  
impossible owing to the explosion of new research in the  field. 

The  purpose of this  column is to give an overview of the current  research in q u a n t u m  
cryptography.  I t  is not  our in tent ion  to be exhaust ive and we apologize in advance to any 
researcher whose work we may  have omit ted .  Note t h a t  we do not  necessarily agree wi th  
the claims in every paper  ment ioned here: this  column should not  be const rued as a seal of 
approval! 

2 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  of Q u a n t u m  Key  Dis tr ibut ion  

W h e n  the  first q u a n t u m  cryptographic  p ro to type  was repor ted  in S I G A C T  News [6] in 1989, 
it was no more t han  a proof  of feasibili ty with no claim to prac t ica l i ty  since it  allowed for 
the perfect ly secure t ransmiss ion of cryptographic  mater ia l  over a dis tance of 32 centimetres!  
(See also [3] for a more complete coverage.) Since then,  s ignificantly more sophis t ica ted  
pro to types  have been bui l t  a round the world. 

Paul  D. Townsend from Bri t ish Telecom Laborator ies ,  working at t imes wi th  Chr i s tophe  
Marand,  John  Rarity,  Paul  Tapster ,  Ian Thompson  and others,  produced a succession of 
prototypes .  In par t icular ,  they  have implemented  q u a n t u m  key d i s t r ibu t ion  over 30 kilo- 
metres  of commercial  opt ical  fibre [55]. This  is l0  s t imes the dis tance covered in the  1989 
prototype!  However, thei r  p ro to type  operates  in l abora to ry  condi t ions  too: all 3 0 k m  are 
spun in a coil, and  sender and receiver are in the same room. More recently, Townsend 
and col laborators  have developed a pract ical  demons t ra t ion  of how q u a n t u m  c ryp tography  
can be used to secure a communica t ion  network wi th  many  users [71]. Consul t  [72] for an 
excellent review of exper imenta l  quan tum cryp tography  at BT Laborator ies .  

Richard  Hughes and coworkers at the Los Alamos Nat ional  Labora to ry  bui l t  a p ro to type  
in which the  signal goes th rough  14 kilometres of underground optical  fibre t h a t  l inks different 
buildings [46]. Sender and receiver are still in the same l abora to ry  but  the  q u a n t u m  channel  
is out  in the  field. They  found t h a t  the  signal is quite s table over reasonable per iods of t ime, 
excepts on those occasions when workmen play cards in the  basement  and get a l i t t le  bi t  too 
excited. They  are now working on a 24 km exper iment  as well as on implement ing  free-space 
q u a n t u m  cryp tography  (without  the help of a wave guide such as opt ical  fibre) and they  
are considering q u a n t u m  cryptography  th rough  satellites. Ano the r  successful p ro to type  has 
been realized in the Uni ted States by J .D .  Franson,  H. Ilves and B. C. Jacobs [36, 38]. 

Nicolas Gisin from the Universi ty of Geneva, working with J. Breguet ,  Anto ine  Muller 
and Hugo Zbinden,  bui l t  the first p ro to type  in which sender and receiver are separa ted  by 
a significant dis tance [63]. In this case, the sender is in Nyon and the receiver in Geneva,  
23 ki lometres  away. The i r  quan tum channel  is an optical  fibre deployed benea th  Lake Geneva. 
The y  found t ha t  nei ther  fish nor waves cause significant d is turbance  in the  channel.  

In addi t ion  to pro to types  for quan tum key dis t r ibut ion,  Jaroslav Hrub:~ is working in 
Prague  at  implement ing  a quan tum smar t  card for ident i f icat ion purposes [44], following the  
protocol  of Claude Cr~peau and Louis Salvail [30]. 
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3 A l t e r n a t i v e  P r o p o s a l s  

Most working prototypes that  we are aware of implement the original 1984 quantum key dis- 
t r ibution protocol [4], henceforth called BB84, sometimes with the possibility of implement-  
ing also Bennett 's  simplified protocol based on only two nonorthogonal states [2], henceforth 
called B92. They use either photon polarization (as originally proposed in [4]) or phase and 
interferometry (as in [2]). Although not yet implemented to the best of our knowledge, other 
carriers of quantum information have been proposed for implementing BB84 and B92. To cite 
only two examples, Yi Mu proposed the use of quantized quadrature phase amplitudes of 
light [62] and Hrub:~ studied the use of q-deformed quantum mechanics [45]. 

In addit ion to alternative implementat ion proposals for BB84 and B92, genuinely different 
quantum key distribution protocols have been proposed. We already mentioned Ekert 's 
idea to base quantum cryptography on quantum nonlocality [33]. New and exciting ideas 
from David Deutsch, Artur K. Ekert, Richard Jozsa, Chiara Macchiavello, Sandu Popescu 
and Anna Sanpera in Oxford [32] proved wrong earlier claims that  the use of nonlocality 
held no significant benefit over the original BB84 protocol [11]. In particular,  the use of 
entanglement purification techniques [12] yields a protocol that  has no analogue along the 
lines of BB84. In brief, sender and receiver exchange entanglement through a noisy and 
possibly bugged quantum channel. Because of the potential eavesdropper and also because 
of natural  noise, the resulting entanglement is imperfect. Using entanglement purification 
(also known as quantum privacy amplification}, the legitimate parties distill near-perfect 
entanglement from their raw material,  or they acknowledge failure in case eavesdropping 
was too severe. Final ly the resulting entanglement is used as in Ekert 's original protocol [33] 
(or Mermin's  improvement [11]) to exchange a cryptographic key. Alternatively, the resulting 
entanglement could be used to teleport [8] the cleartext message in full confidentiality. 

Another possible use of quantum nonlocality is due to Eli Biham, Bruno Huttner  and 
Tal Mor [16]. Here, users store particles in quantum memories kept in a transmission centre. 
This allows for secure communication between any pair of users who have particles in the 
same centre. The centre must cooperate for communication to be established, but it need 
not be trusted for secrecy. This system can work without quantum channels (if the users 
bring their quantum information directly to the centre's quantum memory) and it is suitable 
in theory for building a quantum cryptographic network. A completely different approach 
to quantum cryptographic networks, not relying on quantum nonlocality, was developed 
by Simon J .D.  Phoenix, Stephen M. Barnett,  Paul D. Townsend and Keith J. Blow [65]. 
The practical feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated at BT laboratories [71]. 

Other theoretical proposals include Wiesner's idea for a quantum cryptographic system 
with bright light [75]. J .D.  Franson and H. Ilves have a protocol that  uses polarization 
feedback [37]. Bruno Huttner  and Asher Peres implement quantum key distr ibution with 
(unentangled) pairs of photons [50]. Bruno Huttner, Nobuyuki Imoto, Nicolas Gisin and 
Tal Mor use weak coherent states for the purpose of significantly reducing the informa- 
tion available to the eavesdropper [49]. Mohammad Ardehali  describes a system based on 
Wheeler 's  delayed choice experiment [1]. Hideaki Matsueda uses the modulat ion of sponta- 
neous photon emissions [56]. Lior Goldenberg and Lev Vaidman proposed a quantum crypto- 
graphic system based on orthogonal states [42], but this has been criticized by Peres [64, 43]. 
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4 The  Securi ty  of Q u a n t u m  Key Di s tr ibut ion  

The most  impor t an t  question in quan tum cryptography is to determine how secure it really is. 
Q u a n t u m  cryptography  has fostered new fundamenta l  questions in quan tum informat ion  
theory, such as de termining  how much informat ion can be measured from a q u a n t u m  system 
for a given amount  of expected disturbance.  These questions go far beyond their  quan tum 
cryptographic  significance, but  it seems tha t  no one had thought  of asking them before. 
In the end, the  research generated by these questions may be the most significant legacy of 
quan tum cryptography  for theoret ical  quan tum mechanics and physics in general. The  work 
of Chr is topher  Fuchs (and collaborators)  is especially remarkable in this respect: even though  
he does not  usually address questions directly relevant to quan tum cryptography,  he was 
clearly inspired by it [39, 41, 40, etc.]. 

In early papers on quan tum cryptography such as [3], the security of q u a n t u m  key dis- 
t r ibu t ion  was studied under  the assumption tha t  the eavesdropper is restr icted to making  
the simplest  type of von Neumann  measurements  on the photons  as they  fly from the sender 
to the legi t imate  receiver. But quan tum mechanics allows for much more sophis t ica ted  
eavesdropping strategies and it is difficult to take all possible at tacks into account.  Many 
researchers have studied the security of quan tum key dis t r ibut ion  under  various assumpt ions  
on the type of a t tack allowed by the eavesdropper. The  preprint  l i tera ture  on this subject  
has recently become considerable and we are sure to forget significant contr ibut ions .  Again,  
we apologize for possible oversights. 

An early paper  on informat ion versus dis turbance and its quan tum cryptographic  signif- 
icance was wr i t ten  by Hut tne r  and Ekert  [48]. A subsequent paper  by the  same authors  was 
wri t ten  in col labora t ion  with Massimo Pa lma  and Asher Peres [34]. Norber t  Li i tkenhaus  
also studied the security of quan tum cryptography against  eavesdropping [54]. A par t icu-  
larly promising approach is due to Eli B iham and Tal Mor, where they  consider what  they  
call the "collective at tack" [17, 18]. See also [14] for a s tudy of the security of the  par i ty  
bit in quan tum cryptography.  Even though they  have re t racted their  c laim of an u l t ima te  
proof of security for quan tum cryptography in noisy channels, the techniques presented by 
Hoi -Kwong Lo and Hoi Fung Chau may  well prove useful [52]. In addi t ion  to the above, 
we are aware of one claim of uncondi t ional  security for BB84 against  all possible a t tacks  
consistent with quan tum mechanics, which is due to Dominic Mayers [58], drawing on work 
by Andrew C.-C.  Yao [76] and earlier work of Mayers in col labora t ion  with Salvail [61]. 

In practice, it is not  sufficient to prove the security of quan tum key d i s t r ibu t ion  if the  proof  
simply states the existence of a positive constant  ~ so tha t  secure key d is t r ibu t ion  is possible 
provided the quan tum channel  has an error rate below ~ in the absence of eavesdropping. 
An explicit  bound  on c must  be obtained and the question of efficiency must  be addressed. 
Specifically, we must be able to determine a lower bound of how many  secure bits can be 
disti l led by privacy amplif icat ion [13, 9] as funct ion of the observed error rate on the  raw 
quan tum transmission,  provided this error rate is below e. These questions are still open 
and likely to be difficult "if a reasonable error rate is to be tolerated.  Init ially,  it may be 
be t te r  to analyse the efficiency of quan tum key dis t r ibut ion  under  appropr ia te  restr ict ions 
on the type of eavesdropping allowed, such as collective attacks, much as was done in [3] for 
the restr ic t ion to yon Neumann measurements.  
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5 Beyond Quantum Key Distribution? 

Wiesner ' s  or iginal  ideas were ahead  of thei r  t ime  even in te rms  of classical c ryp tography .  
Not  only did he pioneer the  use of q u a n t u m  mechanics for c ryp tograph ic  purposes,  bu t  one 
of his original  appl ica t ions  was "quan tum mul t ip lexing"  [74]. In re t rospect ,  th is  is s t r ange ly  
s imilar  to the  very frui tful  not ion  of oblivious t ransfer  t h a t  Michael  O. Rab in  was to pu t  
forward more t han  ten  years af terwards [66], unaware of Wiesner ' s  t hen -unpub l i shed  work. 
Somewhat  un fo r tuna t e ly  q u a n t u m  key d is t r ibu t ion  took  centre s tage and became synony-  
mous  wi th  q u a n t u m  c ryp tography  in the  eyes of many,  when in fact q u a n t u m  c r y p t o g r a p h y  
is a cons iderably  richer field. 

This  is ironic because the 1984 paper  t h a t  presented q u a n t u m  key d i s t r ibu t ion  for the  
first t ime  [4] also addressed the quest ion of achieving ano the r  c ryp tograph ic  task  wi th  the  
help of q u a n t u m  mechanics:  i t  described a q u a n t u m  coin-fl ipping protocol.  Th i s  protocol  
left most  researchers unimpressed because the same paper  also expla ined how to cheat  it! 1 
For m a n y  years af terwards  it  was though t  t h a t  key d i s t r ibu t ion  was the  only c ryp tograph ic  
t a sk  for which q u a n t u m  mechanics would allow an uncondi t iona l ly  secure implemen ta t ion .  

Before we proceed, let us review the  classical not ions  of coin flipping, bi t  c o m m i t m e n t  
and  oblivious transfer .  The  purpose of coin-flipping is to allow two par t ies  -4 and B to flip 
a coin at  a d is tance  in such way t h a t  ne i ther  of them can de te rmine  the  outcome of the flip 
by himself  bu t  such t h a t  bo th  of t hem will agree on the  outcome despi te  the  fact t h a t  t hey  
do not  t rus t  each other.  A bit commitment scheme allows .4 to send someth ing  to B t h a t  
commi t s  her to a bit  b of her choice in such a way t h a t  B cannot  tell wha t  b is, bu t  such t h a t  
-4 can la ter  prove h im wha t  b or iginal ly was. You may  th ink  of this  as -4 sending  to B a note  
wi th  the  value b wr i t t en  on it in a s t rongbox,  and la ter  disclosing h im the combina t ion  to 
the  safe. In (one-out-of-two) oblivious transfer [35], -4 t r ansmi t s  two pieces of in fo rmat ion  
w0 and  wl to B who chooses whether  to receive w0 or wl bu t  cannot  learn both;  -4 never 
finds out  which in format ion  B chose to receive. In classical set t ings,  coin f l ipping can be 
implemen ted  when bi t  commi tmen t  is available and bi t  c o m m i t m e n t  can be imp lemen ted  on 
top of oblivious transfer ,  bu t  it is believed t h a t  the  reverse reduct ions  are not  possible. 

Despi te  the  fact t ha t  Wiesner ' s  protocol  for oblivious t ransfer  ( "mul t ip lex ing  channel")  
had  been shown insecure from the  s t a r t  (circa 1969), it was not  unt i l  1988 t h a t  Claude  
Cr~peau and Joe Ki l ian  [29] presented the first a l te rna t ive  protocol.  This  protocol  was clear ly 
secure provided ne i ther  par t ies  could store photons  for long periods of t ime  and only yon 
N e u m a n n  measurements  were allowed [25, 26]. The  vu lnerab i l i ty  to pho ton  s torage was easy 
to c i rcumvent  if only a secure bi t  commi tmen t  scheme were available. A more robust  version 
of this  protocol,  capable  of deal ing wi th  t ransmiss ion  errors on the q u a n t u m  channel ,  was 
subsequent ly  developed [10]. Then  Mayers and Salvail [61] ana lysed  the secur i ty  of q u a n t u m  
oblivious t ransfer  agains t  the most  general  a t tacks  allowed by q u a n t u m  mechanics ,  under  the  
sole res t r ic t ion t h a t  the  leg i t imate  photons  are measured  one at  a t ime, and  t hey  found t h a t  
the protocol  is secure provided a secure bit  commi tmen t  is available. F ina l ly  Yao showed t h a t  
no res t r ic t ions  on the type  of measurements  are necessary at  all [76], and Mayers  ex tended  
the proof  to oblivious t ransfer  of s tr ings ra ther  t han  bits, and considered the  poss ib i l i ty  

1 Note that Wiesner also showed how to cheat his own quantum multiplexing technique in the paper that 
introduced it [74]. Is there something wrong with us quantum cryptographers?! 
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of errors on the  quan tum channel [58]. The proof t ha t  a secure quan tum bit  commi tmen t  
protocol  is sufficient to implement  secure quan tum oblivious transfer was complete.  Recall  
t h a t  it is believed in the classical world tha t  one canno t  build secure oblivious t ransfer  from 
bit  commi tmen t  alone. 

In parallel  with the work outl ined in the above paragraph,  new protocols  for q u a n t u m  
bit  commi tmen t  were developed [23] in order to close the gap and obta in  provably uncon- 
d i t ional ly  secure oblivious transfer. This  culminated  in 1993 with a protocol  for q u a n t u m  
bit commi tment ,  henceforth referred to as BCJL, tha t  was robust  even in the presence of 
t ransmiss ion errors on the  quan tum channel,  and was claimed to be provably secure [24]. 
The future of quan tum cryptography was very bright indeed, wi th  new appl ica t ions  such as 
the  ident if icat ion protocol  of Cr~peau and Salvail [30] coming up regularly. 

The  sky fell in October  1995 when Mayers found a subtle flaw in the  BCJL  "proof" 
of security [57]. The  irony is t ha t  the successful a t tack  was identical  in spiri t  a l though  
technical ly more d i f f icul t - - to  the technique published in 1984 to break the original  coin- 
flipping protocol! The basic flaw was also discovered independent ly  by Lo and Chau  [53] 
even though  their  a t tack  did not  apply directly to BCJL. Since then,  Mayers discovered t h a t  
not  only BCJL fails but  it cannot  be fixed: uncondi t ional ly  secure quan tum bi t  commi tmen t  

is impossible [59]. 

The par t  of the "proof" of [24] t ha t  goes wrong is the claim tha t  A is commi t t ed  to 
a bit.  The  paper  shows t ha t  ,4 is unable to know a~ the same  t ime  classical in format ion  
t h a t  would allow her to unveil the commi tment  as b = 0 and as b ---- 1, and concludes tha t  ,4 
cannot  change her mind.  The first par t  of the s ta tement  is correct, but  not  the  conclusion. 
As a ma t t e r  of fact, the first par t  of the s ta tement  is also t rue of the BB84 coin flipping 
protocol  and we know tha t  it can be broken! The  correct s ta tement  should have been t ha t  
`4 is unable  to ob ta in  at her choosing informat ion  t ha t  allows her to unveil the commi tmen t  
ei ther as b = 0 o r  as b -- 1. This  is precisely what  we have always known she can do to cheat  
the BB84 coin flipping protocol:  postpone this choice unti l  unveiling of her bit. 

Mayers'  a t tack  is based on a theorem of Lane P. Hughston,  Richard Jozsa and Wi l l am 
K. Woot ters  abou t  the classification of quan tum ensembles [47]. In a nutshell ,  this  theorem 
states t ha t  when two quan tum systems have a similar descript ion it is always possible to 
pos tpone  the  decision of whether  a s tate  comes from the  first or the second system. A simple 
appl ica t ion of this theorem is the original 1984 a t tack against  the BB84 coin flipping scheme 
(which was devised wi thout  knowledge of the theorem).  Mayers has applied this theorem 
to the BCJL  protocol  and thus demonst ra ted  its weakness [57]. In principle `4 can create a 
composi te  quan tum system tha t  allows her to cheat as follows. She sends par t  of it  to B and 
keeps the rest. By measuring her par t  of the system appropriately,  she can la ter  force his 

par t  to collapse to a s tate  allowing her to unveil b ---- 0 or to a s ta te  allowing her to unveil 
b = 1. Using a similar theorem, Mayers proved tha t  any bit commi tmen t  scheme in which 
B is unable  to tell whether  the commit ted  bit  is b = 0 or b = 1 can be cheated by ,4 [59]. 

Whe the r  this means tha t  secure quan tum cryptography is from now on solely restr ic ted 
to quan tum key exchange is debatable.  The  rest of this column explains the theoret ical  
and pract ical  consequences of Mayers' result and exhibits current  research direct ions to find 
reasonable assumptions  under  which quan tum bit  commi tment  and other  quan tum protocols  
t ha t  are bui l t  from it may still be shown secure. 
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6 P r a c t i c a l  I m p a c t  

Q u e s t i o n :  How much impact  does Mayers' a t tack have in practice? A n s w e r :  Little. 
The technology required to implement the general a t tack of Mayers seems to be more or 
less the power of a quantum computer [20]. (Nevertheless, it is not  p r o v e n  tha t  breaking a 
specific system such as BCJL is as hard as building a quantum computer.)  S tandard  classical 
cryptosystems such as RSA [67] would also collapse if such machines were built [70]. Indeed, 
most of public-key cryptography would be wiped out by the quantum computer.  Therefore, 
Mayers'  a t tack has little practical consequence unless s tandard  public-key cryptosystems 
can be broken as well. Using today's  technology it is fairly easy to implement BCJL ' s  
bit commitment  scheme. This protocol is perfectly secure against any a t tack by B tha t  is 
consistent with the laws of quantum mechanics. Moreover, it is secure against  any at tack 
tha t  ,4 can implement with current technology. 

Contrary  to constructions of bit commitment  and other cryptographic protocols from 
computat ional  assumptions tha t  can be cracked retroactively when a quantum computer  
becomes available, constructions based on quantum physics will only be breakable s tar t ing 
at the t ime when the quantum computer  is realized. 

Salvail has recently shown [68] tha t  a protocol similar to BCJL is secure against  at tacks 
from both parties provided the legitimate photons can only be measured one at a time, even 
if a rb i t ra ry  measurements  are performed on those photons. Thus only major  improvements 
in quantum technology may eventually yield feasible at tacks against  the scheme. 

7 A l t e r n a t i v e  secur i ty  m o d e l s  

Of course, relying on technological limitations is far from being satisfactory from a theoretical 
point of view, especially for quantum cryptographers! One approach we have considered is to 
rely temporar i ly  on a different kind of bit commitment  (computat ional  for instance) in order 
to restrict the behaviour of the players and later drop this shor t - term assumption to obtain 
a quantum bit commitment  not relying on any long-term assumption. This idea is very 
natura l  since the bit commitment  required for the oblivious transfer protocols of [29, 10] is 
only used on a short- term basis. Similarly, a protocol for quantum bit commitment ,  inspired 
by these oblivious transfer protocols, is described in [27]. The resulting scheme also requires 
to rely temporar i ly  on a different kind of bit commitment .  

The first approach tha t  comes to mind to implement this idea is to use a computat ional  
bit commitment  (consult [22] for several examples). If  we do this assuming tha t  B is com- 
putat ional ly limited, B may eventually break this computat ional  assumption and figure out 
.A's t emporary  commitments .  In the proposed scheme this would allow him to find out her 
global commitment  to b as well. Thus the whole protocol is only computat ional ly  secure and 
there is no point using anything quantum at all! 

If  we follow this line of thought  assuming tha t  ~4 is computat ional ly limited (again con- 
sult [22] for several examples), it seems in the proposed scheme tha t  she must break this 
assumption on-line in order to cheat using Mayers'  attack. Nevertheless, Mayers has shown 
tha t  his a t tack stretches to this situation, so tha t  ~ may  arrange to open her commitment  
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as b -- 0 or b -- 1 without breaking the computational assumption [60]! The computa t iona l  
approach is apparent ly  a dead end but  several options remain to be analysed. 

Salvail has recently suggested [69] to use an uncondi t ional ly  secure t empora ry  bit  com- 
mi tmen t  in a mult iprover model as introduced in [15]. In this setting, the commi t t i ng  par ty  
is split in two entities ,4 and ,4' col laborat ing but  physically separated for a short  per iod of 
time. They  could either be spat ial ly  separated (in which case the security will also rely on 
relativity, which guarantees tha t  ,4 and ,4t cannot  communicate  faster t han  light) or isolated 
in Faraday cages to avoid any kind of classical communica t ion  between them. Neverthe- 
less, ,4 and ,4~ are allowed to communicated  before and after the protocol.  The  mul t ipa r ty  
approach is very promising and will be investigated in a future paper  [31]. 

8 Genera l  C r y p t o g r a p h i c  P r o t o c o l s  

From a theoret ical  point  of view, Mayers' result has completely obl i tera ted the  possibil i ty 
of a secure quan tum bit  commi tment  scheme with no further  assumption.  Does t ha t  imply 
the same for general cryptographic  protocols? 

A general two-party cryptographic  protocol is a scheme tha t  allows ,4 and B to compute  
a publicly known two-argument  function f over two inputs  x and y, respectively provided by 
,4 and B. This  is done in such a way t ha t  they bo th  learn z = f ( x ,  y) without  disclosing more 
to B about  x t han  what  is given by knowledge of y and z, and wi thout  disclosing more to 
,4 about  y than  what  is given by knowledge of x and z. In a classical model, one-out-of-two 
oblivious transfer can be used to implement  any two-party cryptographic  protocol  securely 
[51], and in par t icular  it may be used to achieve bit commitment .  Therefore if the la t te r  is 
not  possible, the  former should not  be either. However, in the quan tum model,  the s t andard  
reduct ion of bit  commi tmen t  to one-out-of-two oblivious transfer may not  work: in the light 
of Mayers'  result  this  s tandard  reduct ion might  be cheated as well. Thus, the possibil i ty 
of a quan tum oblivious transfer is not  discarded direct ly by Mayers' resul t . .Never theless ,  
if quan tum oblivious transfer  survives, the power of this pr imit ive would clearly not  be the 
same as in the classical model and therefore current reductions of general c ryptographic  
protocols to one-out-of-two oblivious transfer may no longer work either. Note however tha t  
all current ly  published quan tum oblivious transfer protocols are already broken because they 
rely on the existence of a bit  commi tment  scheme. Some cryptographic  protocols might  still 
be achieved, some might  not. A number  of questions are still open in this area. 

From a pract ical  point  of view, the remarks we made earlier apply as well: unless an 
adversary can build a quan tum computer,  we may continue to th ink  as before Mayers discov- 
ered his a t tack  and implement  bit commitment ,  oblivious transfer and general c ryptographic  
protocols securely. Moreover, if we are willing to make extra  ( temporary)  assumptions  it 
may well be tha t  bo th  bit  commitment  and oblivious transfer can be achieved and, using 
s t andard  reductions [51, 28], all cryptographic  protocols as well, in the mul t ipa r ty  model  for 
instance. 

The  big lesson to learn from all this is tha t  quan tum informat ion is always more elusive 
than  its classical counterpart :  extra care must be taken when reasoning about  q u a n t u m  
cryptographic  protocols and analysing them. 
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